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Descripción
Una fascinante investigación sobre el virus del Ébola, sus orígenes y sus agentes
transmisores a partir de testimonios, entrevistas y diálogos con los expertos más
importantes. La historia del virus mortal que mantuvo en vilo al mundo entero.

En 1976 un virus letal apareció en la selva del Congo. Desapareció tan veloz como había
llegado, sin dejar ningún rastro. A lo largo de las últimas cuatro décadas, el virus del Ébola se
ha manifestado esporádicamente, siempre con un efecto terrible, ya que puede matar hasta al
90% de sus víctimas. Entre una epidemia y la siguiente es indetectable, oculto en la
profundidad de la selva, y la búsqueda del animal que le sirve de huésped aún no arroja
resultado. Hasta que no lo averigüemos, el ébola seguirá matando.
David Quammen, uno de los mejores exploradores y escritores científicos del mundo, vivió su
primer acercamiento a la enfermedad mientras visitaba la jungla de Gabón acompañado por
unos guías locales cuya aldea había sido devastada por una epidemia reciente. En este libro
cuenta la historia del virus del Ébola, de su pasado, su presente y su incierto futuro.
Reseñas:

«Una aterradora y fascinante obra maestra de divulgación científica que se lee como una
historia de suspense.»
Walter Isaacson
«Riguroso como un artículo de Nature, informativo como un buen reportaje periodístico,
ameno como una novela de aventuras, intrigante como el mejor thriller. Así es Ébola, ejemplo
perfecto de que la divulgación científica puede ser un placer para lectores
exigentes.»
Javier Pérez de Albéniz en El Descodificador
«David Quammen es una estrella deslumbrante de la literatura científica.»
Edward O. Wilson
«Un libro espléndido que nos explica todo lo que sabemos y todo lo que ignoramos sobre esta
aterradora enfermedad.»
Nick Stockton, Wired
«Divid Quammen es un maestro.»
Bill Bryson
«Quammen no es solo uno de nuestros mejores escritores científicos, es uno de nuestros
mejores escritores sobre cualquier tema.»
New York Times

1 Oct 2014 . Congressional candidates in mid-Michigan appeared together in a debate Tuesday
night. The 8 th District candidates were asked about the usual topics, and.
6 Aug 2014 . A panel of World Health Organization ethicists will discuss whether to use
experimental drugs in the West African Ebola outbreak that has killed 932 people since March.
Two American patients have received an experimental Ebola drug called ZMapp made by
Mapp Pharmaceuticals, a 9-person company.
26 Feb 2015 . The Ebola virus epidemic has led to a “seismic political shift” in international
attitudes to global health security, says Brian McCloskey, adviser to the United Nations' special
envoy on Ebola. McCloskey, who is on secondment from his job as director of global health at
Public Health England, told a debate at.
17 Nov 2014 . Christos Stylianides, the commissioner for humanitarian aid, will today discuss
the situation in Ebola-affected countries with the EP's development committee, following his

fact-finding mission to West Africa. The meeting focuses on assessing progress and
identifying what further measures are needed to.
18 Apr 2015 . Ebola and Polio are not just public health issues, but have become threats to the
economy and development of the affected countries. Cameroon started an initiative to fight
with a massive communication campaign.
22 Aug 2017 . A DEBATE over an alleged Ebola joke made by England women's football team
Mark Sampson sparked a heated row between two callers during Nick Ferrar's LBC show.
17 Oct 2014 . Rep. Bruce Braley, the Democratic candidate, scored points from having just
attended a Washington congressional hearing on Ebola, one expert says. Republican state Sen.
Joni Ernst criticized the administration for being 'reactive rather than proactive.'
27 Oct 2014 . Over the weekend, the debate dominated headlines: should states enact a policy
for quarantining and isolating individuals potentially exposed to Ebola? New York, New
Jersey, and Illinois had already answered “yes”; others, including President Obama, and the
Director of the National Institute for Allergy.
24 Feb 2015 . The 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa was the worst since the disease was
identified in 1976. As case numbers seem to be on the decline, we ask on a special BBC World
Debate - what has been the impact and consequences of Ebola in West Africa. What do the
people of West Africa need now, from.
17 Aug 2014 . NAIROBI, Kenya -- The Kenyan government over the weekend said it will bar
passengers travelling from three West African countries hit by the Ebola outbreak, closing a
debate in East Africa's economic powerhouse about whether the national airline was exposing
the country to the deadly disease.
30 Oct 2014 . The U.S. Ebola debate Thursday centered on a small town in Maine, a governor
vowing to use the “full extent” of his power to quarantine a humanitarian nurse, and the
defiant nurse herself taking a rogue bicycle ride. Maine Gov. Paul LePage (R) said he plans to
turn to legal measures to force Kaci Hickox,.
10 Aug 2014 . Experts are meeting at the request of the World Health Organization to debate
whether it is ethical to use experimental Ebola therapies in this epidemic.
Ebola is a deadly disease. People suffering from it experience a variety of symptoms, ranging
from headache and diarrhea to bleeding to organ failure. A large proportion of the people who
catch Ebola die from it. The year 2014 saw the largest outbreak of the Ebola virus in history. It
swept across multiple countries in West.
22 Jan 2015 . The Book on Ebola, Part I Ebola Book David Quammen. Early on in the debate
over travel restrictions, you warned of the dangers of such isolationist measures. Why are
quarantine measures announced by states a bad idea? It stirs complex conflicts involving civil
liberties as well as public health, which.
And those medical volunteers are less likely to sign up for a tour at the epicenter of the Ebola
epidemic if they have no hope of repatriation when they fall ill. A video (link is external) The
New York Times shot inside an Ebola ward in Liberia, which Dohrn plays during the debate,
helps bring current conditions with their lack of.
31 Oct 2014 . The fight over Ebola quarantines in the United States is already discouraging
doctors, nurses and other health workers from going to Africa. NBC News reports.
6 Aug 2014 . The death toll in the Ebola outbreak has climbed above 900. In response, the
World Health Organization will look into whether it's ethical to use experimental medicines in
the outbreak.
2 Oct 2014 . Countries in West Africa have been struggling to stop what has become the
largest Ebola outbreak ever recorded. Now, with the first case diagnosed in the United States,
health officials are scrambling to prevent the disease from infecting more people. What needs

to be done and what lessons have been.
1 Dec 2014 . But is it ethical for the drugs to be given in randomized, controlled trials —
considered the gold standard in methodology — since that would require some patients to take
placebos? How can the development and testing of Ebola drugs and vaccines be accelerated
while respecting ethical standards?
This is the first part of the Simulation Seminar on the theme of 'Domestic and International
Responses to Ebola and Terrorism in Africa: Whose agenda is it anyway?'. In this simulation
seminar, fellows debate on issues of the Ebola crisis in West Africa. The debates are an
excellent tool to help understand the problems that.
16 Feb 2015 . The one good thing to come from the Ebola outbreak in west Africa is a fresh
debate on the urgency of improving access to basic healthcare and, in turn, the need for moves
towards universal heathcare coverage. Years of neglect of prevention and treatment help
explain why the lethal infection claimed.
Marburg, Ebola Filovirus Vaccine Program has developed novel vaccine technology to create
vaccines against all deadly subtypes of Marburg and Ebola. Utilizing previous DOD funding,
the program has worked with the Army to develop over 30 Marburg and Ebola vaccine
candidates. These studies, conducted by the U.S..
Una fascinante investigación sobre el virus del Ébola, sus orígenes y sus agentes transmisores
a partir de testimonios, entrevistas y diálogos con los expertos más importantes. La historia del
virus mortal que mantuvo en vilo al mundo entero. En 1976 un virus letal apareció en la selva
del Congo. Desapareció tan veloz.
4 Oct 2014 - 11 min - Uploaded by PressTV News VideosThe alarm is rising on the spread of
the Ebola virus. Statistics, though not clear say at least 3500 .
Military contributions have featured prominently in the international response to the Ebola
epidemic in West Africa. .. space, such as private sector actors, is becoming better recognised
in the 'humanitarian innovation' debate, the military has not been seriously considered for
study or engagement, critical or otherwise.
18 Sep 2014 . Today's open debate underscores the seriousness with which the Ebola virus
disease outbreak is viewed by the international community. We thank Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon for his leadership and for marshalling global action against the outbreak. We also
thank Ms. Margaret Chan ofthe.
26 Jan 2015 . Conferences. AAA 2014: Ebola in focus (Respond to this article at
http://www.therai.org.uk/at/debate). Authors. Doug Henry,. Close author notes. E-mail
address: Doug.Henry@unt.edu. University of North Texas. Search for more papers by this
author. Susan Shepler. Close author notes. E-mail address:.
2 Feb 2015 . The Greenhill School won the high school division in the championship round
against Team Canada, debating the timely (and local) topic of Ebola containment. Greenhill's
resolution was: “the need to contain the Ebola virus outweighs civil rights concerns.” The
judges included The Honorable Dan Branch,.
17 Jun 2015 . “We got off lightly on Ebola as a global community and we couldn't even
respond properly to that,” he said. Brown declared that not only was the response late because
international alert systems were not working properly, it was also hampered by “an ongoing
debate” as to whether the outbreak should be.
12 Aug 2014 . An ethical panel convened by the World Health Organization (WHO) broke new
ground today when it said that using experimental, unapproved drugs or vaccines in the
current Ebola outbreak is ethical—assuming a set of criteria is met. There is a big problem,
however: None of the experimental therapies.
Much debate has focused on the importance of strengthening health systems, which were

weak before the outbreaks started and then collapsed under their weight. In large parts of all
three countries, health services have disintegrated to the point that essential care is either
unavailable or not sought because of fear of Ebola.
24 Mar 2015 . “The Cuban doctors were not concerned with the risk they ran, they said they
were brothers from the other side of the ocean and that they had come to help us as brothers,”
Liberian Foreign Minister Augustine Kpehe Ngafuan told Cuba Debate. “This is yet another
example of what I already knew about the.
10 Oct 2014 . The issue of whether to issue an all-out-ban, or at least significantly tighten
restrictions, on travel from nations impacted by the crisis has generated fierce debate,
sometimes pitting the nation's health officials and policy experts against high-ranking
politicians and elected officials. Ebola is contracted through.
18 Aug 2014 . An oft-debated question in global health policy has been: do global health
programs that focus on specific diseases or conditions contribute – should they contribute – to
building general health capacity and community resilience? The circumstances of the Ebola
outbreak underscore the links between poor.
incorporation of socio-cultural norms in the response, the development of treatments and
vaccines, and the root causes of the Ebola outbreak. Over four months much material has
been found to create an overview of the different actors and opinions at stake in the Ebola
debate. However, as the debate around Ebola has.
13 Aug 2014 . Use of an untested Ebola drug stirs the ethics debate on whether experimental
therapies can be used in Africa.
12 Aug 2014 . The debate about experimental drugs intensified after two US health workers
infected with Ebola received the drug ZMapp, made by Mapp Biopharmaceutical of San
Diego, California. That prompted some public-health leaders to argue that the drug should also
be made available in Africa, where the.
2 Aug 2014 . Here are some answers to the questions so many of you are asking about Ebola.
6 Oct 2014 . Questions continue to be raised about why travel information was not
communicated in treating the nation's first Ebola patient. And, more importantly, how to
prevent it from happening again.
8 Aug 2014 . The Ebola outbreak in Africa has confronted ethicists and health officials with a
terrible dilemma: when a limited amount of an experimental treatment exists, who should get
access first? Experts are debating whether to use untested drugs in the crisis. There are
currently no Ebola treatments on the market.
25 Oct 2014 . When Andrew Cuomo and Chris Christie, the governors of New York and New
Jersey, announced that they would be putting in place an enforced quarantine when medical
workers who had contact with Ebola in Liberia, Sierra Leone, or Guinea enter the United
States, my immediate reaction was that this.
Science. 2014 Aug 15;345(6198):718-9. doi: 10.1126/science.345.6198.718. Infectious diseases.
Debate erupts on 'repurposed' drugs for Ebola. Enserink M. Comment in Lancet Glob Health.
2014 Oct;2(10):e563-4. PMID: 25124404; [Indexed for MEDLINE]. Publication Types: News.
MeSH terms. Antiviral.
10 Jan 2017 . In the case of Ebola, the mode of infection was known, as were the signs,
symptoms and incubation period. Public health professionals determined that active-direct
monitoring was sufficient. As a result, mandatory quarantine policies were abandoned. In the
military context, the debate concerning.
26 Nov 2014 . Last night, Sky news presenter, Dermot Murnaghan hosted our special panel
event to discuss the Ebola crisis in Liberia and Sierra Leone and what it means for these
countries that have borne the brunt of the outbreak. Find out the key takeaways from the

discussion below and help us do more by donating.
22 Oct 2014 . Scientists debate whether exploiting resources in the rainforest helps diseases
leap from animals to humans.
17 Oct 2014 . Lawmakers seeking evidence in travel ban debate turn to researchers for visuals.
I'm working on putting a Table of Contents together for virology blog. This page is not yet
done, but I add a bit every week and in a few months should be finished. Most posts are
indexed only once, but it should help readers find information on specific viruses. A. Acute
flaccid paralysis. Acute flaccid paralysis of unknown.
Editor's Note: These papers are contributions to the 'Policy Debate' section of International
Development Policy. In this section, academics, policy-makers and practitioners engage in a
dialogue on global development challenges. Papers are copy-edited but not peer-reviewed.
Instead, the initial thematic contribution is.
The reason you don't hear that much about it on the news and the reason its not blown out of
proportion is because the goverment doesn't want us all to panic but the truth is this ebola
virus is deadly and spreads easily. There are 30 potential countries currently infected including
China and the US. If the virus spreads.
Are Clinical Trials of Experimental Ebola Interventions Ethical? Two fundamental questions
quickly dominated the debate. First, should the existing experimental vaccines and treatments
for Ebola be used? Second, if the answer were yes, should they be deployed as part of clinical
trials or as part of what might be called.
21 Oct 2014 - 57 minWHAT IS A BIGGER THREAT TO NEW HAMPSHIRE RESIDENTS,
THE FLU OR EBOLA? 00 .
23 Oct 2014 . Like SARS and swine flu before it, Ebola has put the threat of pandemic disease
back in the spotlight. But this time, the debate has reached far beyond what happens “if” or
“when” a natural outbreak goes…
12 Aug 2014 . Questions remain over why an experimental Ebola treatment was made
available to three Westerners while its distribution to residents of West African countries
affected by the most recent outbreak of the deadly virus was stalled because of a debate over
ethics. More than 1,000 people have died from the.
This study focuses on newspaper coverage of the Hickox quarantine incident, using it as a case
study to examine how the media characterized the spread of disease in an ongoing crisis
situation characterized by uncertainty. The study builds on Slovic et al.'s research, who argue
that risk perception is comprised of both.
18 Oct 2014 . With the election little more than two weeks away, Democratic-Farmer-Labor
Gov. Mark Dayton and Republican challenger Jeff Johnson sparred in their fourth
gubernatorial debate in as many weeks, trading familiar jabs over Minnesota's economic
competitiveness, the MNsure health insurance exchange.
23 Oct 2014 . The outbreak of Ebola in West Africa, with three cases diagnosed in the United
States, has generated tremendous public fear and anxiety in the United States and other
countries. The Obama administration has restricted air travel from West Africa to five airports
with enhanced screening, amid calls for a.
2 Sep 2014 . the U.S. public's continuing fascination with new drugs and vaccines to fight
Ebola. But even ZMAPP, an experimental drug for Ebola, won't save […] Posted by High-tech
medicine will not protect America from Ebola&#8211;what is needed is to get the basics right.
| The Great Debate | Report as abusive.
29 Aug 2014 . The World Health Organization (WHO) has warned that Ebola could infect
20,000 people within nine months. Although the virus was first transmitted to humans in the
1970s, this is the worst outbreak of Ebola so far. An estimated 3,000 people have been infected

and more than 1,500 have died in four West.
Liberians call for prosecution of Red Cross officials in Ebola funds scandal. Survivors of
Liberia's Ebola epidemic want justice after the Red Cross said some six million dollars in
donor funds was stolen through fraud at the height of the crisis. In… Share. Read more. Eye
On Africa.
23 Oct 2017 . Una mujer murió en Uganda a causa de la fiebre hemorrágica de Marburgo, un
virus similar al del ébola, y tuvo contacto con al menos 55 personas que están en observación,
informó hoy la ministra de Sanidad del país, Jane Ruth Aceng. La mujer, de 50 años, vivía en
la localidad de Chemuron, al este.
20 Feb 2015 . It is a debate that has been raging since the Ebola epidemic reached crisis point
last year. Will the vicious disease, which has killed more than 9,300 people, mutate to become
an airborne virus potentially making it infinitely more deadly? Health experts have firmly
proclaimed Ebola viruses are not airborne.
31 Oct 2014 . Kaci Hickox, the nurse who was quarantined in New Jersey after returning from
treating Ebola patients in Sierra Leone, openly defied the state of Maine by leaving her home
and taking a bike ride with her boyfriend on Thursday. Maine Gov. Paul LePage vowed to use
“the full extent of his authority.
Fay suspected the Ebola virus. Named after the Ebola River in Congo, where it was discovered
in 1976, Ebola is a viral disease that causes an often fatal hemor- rhagic fever in humans and
apparently in other primates as well. In the mid-1990s, when Ebola outbreaks killed dozens of
people in the Minkebe forest region,.
28 Oct 2014 . A former Ebola patient calls the forcible isolation of returning health-care
workers from West Africa a 'police state approach. . “It didn't work because once you start to
debate these things, people were so uncomfortable about the answers to these questions they
decided not to answer them,” Gottlieb said.
22 Oct 2014 . With Ebola ravaging West Africa, an infected Liberian traveler dead in Dallas
and confidence in government assurances shaken, it's no wonder people are grasping at
anything that looks like it might provide a measure of safety. And what they're grasping at
now are proposals to ban travel to the USA from.
21 Dec 2014 . Second, to keep government spending low, the IMF often requires caps on the
public-sector wage bill—and thus funds to hire or adequately remunerate doctors, nurses, and
other health-care professionals. Such limits are “often set without consideration of the impact
on expenditures in priority areas”.
7 Apr 2015 . Panelists at the debate- from left, Leyma Gbowee, Liberia Nobel Peace Prize
winner; Dr. Moustapha Koutoub Sano, Guinea Minister of International Co-operation; Zeinab
Badawi, moderator; Jan Egeland the Secretary General of the Norwegian Refugee Council;
Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, UN Women.
This document includes papers which are contributions to the 'Policy Debate' section of
International Development Policy, the review of the Graduate Institute of Geneva. In this
section, academics, policy-makers and practitioners engage in a dialogue on global
development challenges. The initial paper was written by.
4 Nov 2014 . Nahid Bhadelia, BU's National Emerging Infectious Diseases Laboratories
director of infection control, a MED assistant professor of infectious diseases, and a Boston
Medical Center associate hospital epidemiologist, one of the speakers at last week's Medical
Campus panel discussion Ebola: From the.
Ebola has been known to mankind for exactly 40 years. The first outbreak of the disease was
reported in September 1976 in what is now the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Since then,
we've seen about 25 Ebola outbreaks in Africa, with fatality rates varying from 25% to 90%. It

was the 2014 outbreak in West Africa that.
Global policy makers got it wrong. Come watch the Adelphi Debate Society get it right. The
Debate Team is holding a public debate on the pressing current event isssue of the Ebola virus.
Come watch the topical discussion and contribute! Categories. Social / Entertainment. Health /
Wellness. Host Organization.
21 Nov 2014 . This afternoon (21 November), the Security Council will hold a debate on
Ebola chaired by Australian Foreign Minister Julie Bishop. The Secretary-General's Special
Representative and Head of the UN Mission for Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER)
Anthony Banbury, the Secretary-General's Special.
'Epidemic of Fear' has Driven Ebola Debate, Experts Say. Rather than validate experts' calls to
trust the science and impose public health precautions that reflect actual risk, the Dallas scare
triggered a policy backlash driven by fear. by Tony Pugh, McClatchy Washington Bureau /
November 11, 2014. Ebola hearing.
23 Dec 2014 . If asked, “What was the most important health story of 2014?” there would be
little debate. Ebola has killed more than 6,800 people and infected more than three times that
number. But this is not the first time the world has heard of Ebola. The virus spent many years
in African forests far from human.
14 Aug 2014 . Ebola debate. By Kristof Decoster on August 14, 2014. ITM. Dear Colleagues,.
Tomorrow is a holiday in Belgium, so this week's IHP newsletter will normally arrive in your
mailboxes on Thursday evening. That also implies Friday's issue of the journal now
considered by many as the weekly global health.
27 Mar 2015 . Zeinab Badawi is in Ghana with a panel of decision-makers to discuss: Ebola what next.
30 Oct 2017 . My Lords, I thank the noble Baroness for introducing this debate so ably and for
her constant campaigning, particularly on neglected tropical diseases. I have only visited Sierra
Leone once, and before the Ebola outbreak, but it was easy for me to visualise, as the noble
Baroness was speaking, the.
27 Nov 2014 . After a call was made for MSF to be handed the political reigns in the response
to the Ebola crisis, Thomas Nierle and Bruno Jochum argue that the only place MSF should be
is by our patients' bedside.
19 Jan 2015 . It is the second group- those who have been exposed to infected persons-that are
at the epicenter of the Ebola policy debate. The controversy centers on the possible quarantine
and/or isolation of symptom – free individuals who have been exposed-to or cared-for,
patients with Ebola (Drazen, 2014,.
15 Oct 2014 . Ebola emerged Wednesday night as a new issue in Colorado's U.S. Senate debate
with Democrat Mark Udall and Republican Cory Gardner, but much of their hour-long
exchange focused on familiar themes. The two exchanged jabs for nearly an hour in 9News'
studio as moderators Kyle Clark and.
12 Aug 2014 . As experts question the use of experimental drugs to treat Ebola, makers of the
unapproved drug ZMapp say supplies are exhausted.
Empieza a leer Ébola (DEBATE) de David Quammen en Megustaleer.
Summary. JOHN DRAMANI MAHAMA, President of Ghana, said that Liberia, Sierra Leone
and Guinea, the three countries most affected by the Ebola outbreak, had been struggling to
rebuild their social and economic infrastructures. Even before the outbreak, they had been
operating with limited resources, an insufficient.
16 Oct 2014 . EU health ministers will discuss the introduction of entry screening for potential
Ebola carriers at a meeting in Brussels on Thursday (16 October). Britain has already

introduced screening at its airports in Heathrow and Gatwick, while other countries are likely
to follow suit amid mounting concern about the.
30 Jun 2015 . But the debate was mostly technical. Everyone agreed that the longer the
epidemic lasted, the more the Ebola virus would change. That meant stopping it soon, before it
outran any new therapy, was all the more urgent. Andersen was on his way to a new job at the
Scripps Research Institute in San Diego to.
23 Oct 2014 . Republican Scott Brown used the latest potential Ebola case -- this time, a doctor
in New York -- to blast President Barack Obama.
17 May 2017 . “I went to the World Health Organization in Geneva in 2013 on a sabbatical.
The goal was do work in international health care; to donate my time in some naive altruistic
way. In March of 2014 there came word of an Ebola outbreak in West Africa. Every couple of
years there's an outbreak of Ebola, but West.
15 Oct 2014 - 75 minEl debate de La 1- Ébola: alerta sanitaria, El debate de La 1 online,
completo y gratis en A .
It was assumed that if communities had correct information on Ebola risks then appropriate
actions would follow. This is a contentious assumption, because it takes sides in one of the
most fundamental debates in social science – whether beliefs cause action, or actions cause
belief. The debate is perhaps best known.
13 Oct 2014 . THE death toll from Ebola in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, the three most
affected countries in west Africa, now stands at around 3,900. Among cases diagnosed outside
Africa, the total is one: Thomas Duncan, a Liberian national, who died in Texas on October
8th. Yet fear of Ebola in relatively.
17 Oct 2014 . The debate surrounding travel bans as a way to curb the spread of Ebola has
intensified after Thursday's congressional hearing.
16 Oct 2014 . Debate Fact Check: Medicaid, gun, Ebola claims miss the mark. Maine's three
gubernatorial candidates repeated claims they made in the two previous debates and unveiled a
few new ones in their first televised debate Wednesday night in Augusta. Here's how some of
their statements stood up to a.
unpredictable outbreaks—making it particularly unappealing to pharmaceutical companies—
has been a focus of military attention as part of its larger infectious disease program and
because of its potential use in bioterrorism. Interestingly, though much debate has surrounded
the civilian engagement in fighting Ebola, far.
7 Aug 2014 . NAIROBI, Kenya — Should untested, experimental drugs to combat Ebola be
made widely available? This potentially life-and-death debate is raging as the disease continues
to claim lives in West Africa, where the death toll has now reached 932, according to the
World Health Organization. Two American.
27 Oct 2014 . Editorial from The New England Journal of Medicine — Ebola and Quarantine.
13 Feb 2015 . The measles is way more easy to catch then Ebola. If someone has it and brings
it on a subway, to a day care center or to a train station, you could, if you are not vaccinated,
get it. Given these facts, why is it that so many parents all over the United States have chosen
not to vaccinate their children against.
Despite the fact that Ebola keeps popping up across the globe, enough is being done to fight
the outbreak. In western countries, medical facilities are drastically superior to the areas where
the outbreak originated, which will aid in containing any large scale spread of disease. Further,
even if more was being done, the.
15 Nov 2014 . WASHINGTON – Health officials are scrambling to begin human testing of a
handful of experimental drugs for Ebola. But the effort has sparked an ethical debate over
how to study unproven medicines amid an outbreak that has killed nearly 5,000. U.S. officials

say the studies must include one critical.
Rep. Matt Cartwright and challenger David Moylan in Congressional debate Congressional
sponsored by The Morning Call, PBS39 and others Tuesday, October 21, 2014. Emily
OpiloContact ReporterOf The Morning Call. Cartwright, Moylan debate immigration, Ebola.
On questions ranging from U.S. treatment of the Ebola.
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